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Sirdarly we write QC (C = P, B, D or BD) for Q n C. 
que:stion as to when QC = $. 
2. D4xomposition theorems 
We shall recall some results in discrete potential 
analogous to that in the standard potential theory. 
We ax interested in the 
theory which are very 
Let X~E X and define an inner product ((u, t’)) of u, u E D(1\1) by 
((u, v)) = (u, v) + u(x,)v(x,), 
(u9 a) = c 
YEY 
r(y)-I[ c K(& yM)][ c K(x, y)u(x)]. 
XEX XEX 
Then D(N) is a Hilbert space with respect o the inner product. Denote by D&V) 
the closure of L,(X) in D(N). 
We have by [S; Theorem 4.11 the following discrete analog of the Royden 
decomposition theorem: 
Lemma 2.1. Every u E D(N) can be decomposed uniquely in the form: u = v + h, 
where v E D,(N) and h E HD(Nj. 
Denote by 0, the class of infinite networks which are of parabolic type of 
aider 2 (cf.[4]?. Recall that NE 0, if and only if SHP = SHIP(N) = SH n P 
consists only of constant functions (cf. 15: Theorem 3.lj). In case Nf Oc, the 
Green function g, of N with pole at 
Ad(x) = --E,(X) on X, where ~*:a) 
SIP(N) and g=(b)= g&) for all a, 
For p E P(N), the Green potential 
bY 
Let us put 
a is defined by the relations: g, E D:(N) and 
= 1 and E,(X) = 0 for xf a. Note that G E 
bEX. 
Gp and the energy G(p, p) of ER. are defined 
M(G) = tp E WO; Gp(x) -Q}, 
W,(G) = 1~ E P(N); Gp E B(N)), 
EfG)=(ELWN); G(p, +=(oo. 
Clearly M(G) contains both M,(G) and E(G). 
We have by [5; Lemma 5.23 
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Lemma 2.2. A@(X)= -p(x) on X for all p E M(G). 
We have by [S; Lemma 5.41 
Lemma 2.3. D(Gp) = G(p, p) for all p E E(G). 
We have by [S; Theorem 5.11 the following discrete analog of the Riesz 
decomposition theorem: 
Lemma 2.4. Every u dHP(lV) can be decomposed uniquely in the form: u = 
Gp + h, where p = -Au and h is the greatest harmonic minorant of u. 
We have by [S; Theorem 5.21 
Lemma 2.5. Do(N) n W(N) = {Gfi; p E E(G)}. 
Remark. Let N be the network defined by the lattice domain in the n- 
dimensional Euclidean space with t = 1. The Green function of this network was 
discussed in [1] and [2]. Duffin [2] showed that Nq! OH. for n = 3. 
3. charae&rization of llun &sses 
We denote by O= the class of locally finite infinite networks N on which 
QC(W = 6. 
As a discrete analog of [3; Theorem 11, we have 
Theorem 3.1. The classes Oat are characterized as follows: 
(1) NE OoP if and only if 16 M(G). 
(2) NE. Oas if and only if 1 q! M,(G). 
(3) NE OQD if and only if 1 ef E(G). 
Proof. (i) Put v = Gl. If 1~ M(G), then Au =-1 on X and u>O on X by 
Lemma 2.2, and hence DE QP(N). If 1 E Mb(G), then Z)E QB(N). If 1 cE(G), 
then D(v) = G(1, l)<a by Lemma 2.3, and hence v E QO(N). Thus the “only if” 
parts in (l), (2) and (3) are proved. 
(ii) Assume that Nq! OoP and let u E QP(N). Since QP(N) c SHp( N), we see 
by Lemma 2.4 that there exist p E M(G) <and h E H(N) such that u = Gp + h land 
P =-Au. Then p =l and Gl~uC~, and hence leM(G). 
(iii) Assume that N# OoB and let u E QB(N). Then there is a constant c >O 
such that 06 u + c s 2c on X. By the same reasoning as irt iii), we have 
Gl~u+c~2c on X, so that leM,(G). 
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(iv) Assume that N$ QaD and let w E QD(N). Then we see by Lemma 2.1 that 
there exist u E D,(N) and h E HI(N) such that u = II+ h. Since Au = Au = -1, u 
belongs to D,(N) nSH(N), so that 1 E E(G) by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.5. 
We have 
Theorem 3.2. l7te following relations are valid: 
Proof. If 1 E M(G), then Gl E SHp(N), and hence OG c= OQP Clearly 1 E 
M,(G) implies 1 E M(G), and hence OaP c QaB by Theorem 3.1 (1), (2). Since 
QBD(N)c QD(N), we have Oar, c OQBD. If 1 EE(G), then 
GW= c g,ixW c 1 g&)=G(l, lj<m 
0fzX aEX xcX 
for all x E X, ie., 1 E M,(G) and Gl E QBD(N). Therefore -we have Oos c OoD 
and Oas,, c QbD. This completes the proof. 
In the continuous case [3], there is no relation between the classes OoB and 
Ooo in general. 
4. Strict ticlasion relations 
We shall show by examples that every inclusion relation in Theorem 3.2 is 
strict, i.e., there exist infinite networks which are contained in one of the class but 
not in the preceding one. 
Let J be the set of all positive integers and put J* = J U(0). In the following 
Examples 4.1 and 4.2, let us take 
X={x,,;n~.l*} and Y={y,,;nEJ} 
and define K(x, y) by K(x,,+, y,,)= -1 and K(q,, y,,) = 1 for n E J and K(x, y) = 0 
for any other pair. Let t be a strictly positive function on Y. Then N = {X, Y, K, r} 
is an infinite network. Note that NE 0, if and only if xncJ t(y,,) = 00. Assume that 
N$ 0, and put c, = xrzk r(y, j. Then the Green function &c, of N with pole at x,,, 
is given by &,(~~)=c,+~ if O<ksrn and ~x,(x,)=c~+~ if E-am+1 (see [5; 
Example 3.11). We have 
Glhc) = f g&d = kc,+,+ f c,,,+l, 
m=O m=k 
G(1, l)= 7 k&+1 + i 2 C,.,,+l. 
kf$ k=O m=k 
If REM, then Gl(x,)~~~,,c,,,+,<~ on X, i.e., leM,(G). Thus hkOQP if 
and only if NE OaB. We have 
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ExampRe 4.1. Let us take r(y,,) = n-” (1 < cx ~2). Then NE OcrP and N$ OG. In 
fact we have 
c = m it dY?P lW t-” dt = (cw - 1)“*(m + 1)1--a, 
n=?n m-t-1 
and hence G1(q@~~rk~+l=~. 
Example 4.2. Let Us take r(yJ = nea -(n c l)-” (1 <at ~2). Then c,,, = m-“, 
Gl(q)~l+ f c~+~<=J 
m=l 
on X and 
G(1, 1)~ f rn~,,,+~ = f m(m+ 1)‘” =a. 
m=l m=l 
Thus NE OaD and N$ Oas. 
Finally we show that there exists an infinite network N such that NE Oos and 
W OW 
Example 4.3. Let us take X = {x,,, x’,; n E J*} and Y = {y,,, y;: yi; II E J} U{y;I) and 
define K(x, y) by 
for every II E J* and K(x, y) = 0 for any other pair. Consider a set {a, ; n E J*) of 
positive numbeis which satisfies the following conditions: 
Let us define r E L(Y) by 
r(y,) = 1, r(y;) = @a, 
r(yb’) = $0 - a,), 
r(y;)=n+l-a,+ i (2k+l)a, 
k=l 
for yt E J. Then N = {X, Y, K, r} is an infinite network such that N&O, (cf. [4; 
Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.11). 
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put for ti E L(X) 
w, = Vof”F’[U(&) - Ui’.&-&I, 
w; = r(y;)-l[w(x;) - u(x:_,)], 
W” tt -1 = ro$lr’[u(%-,b 4x:-*)1, 
Al,,-- I= Ah,,- A p;+ = Au(x;_,) 
for n E J. Then 
@o ==w,-wb’, &= w’,+w;, 
ccn = Wn+l -w,-w;, ~~=w~+,--w’,+w~ 
for n E J. First we show that N$ OoP In fact, let us consider u E IL(X) defined by 
u(q,)=n+l for nEJ*, u(x$) = a,, u(xfJ = a,-C~=, (2k + l)ak for n EJ. Then we 
have w, = wz= 1, wL= -(2n + 1) for n E J and wg = 2, so that Au = -1 on X. Thus 
u E QP(N) and N$ Oop. Next we show that QB(N) = 8. Supposing the contrary, 
we can find u E Q(N) and a constant c >O such that lu(x)ls c on X. Then 
1 w,, \ s 2c for n E .I. For any E with 0 C E < 1, there exists n, such that r(yE) 2 2c/c 
for all n 2 n,,, so that 
, IWJ = r(yE)-l Ju(x,)- u(x;)l CE. 
Sinke Au(x,,) = -1 for nd, we have w,,+,-w,-wi=-1, so that -l-s< 
W VI+1 -w,s-l+c for all n%zO. This contradicts the boundedness of {w,)}. 
Therefore QB( N) = 8 and N E Oos. 
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